
TERRACOTTA ROOF TILES

L u x e  

C o l l e c t i o n



Why choose  
Terracotta tiles?

Ceramic colour that lasts a lifetime

Terracotta tiles outperform all other roofing materials, with superior colour performance 
that will not fade over time. During the manufacturing process,  Terracotta tiles are 
baked at temperatures over 1100° ensuring durability and longevity of colour. Backed by 
50 year colour & performance guarantee, Terracotta tiles will ensure your home looks 
timeless for years to come.  

Noise reduction 

Roof tiles allow homeowners to enjoy a quieter home without compromising on design 
or upgrading for soundproofing material. The density of the roof tile provides up to 25 
decibels, superior to other roofing materials available, allowing you to achieve more 
comfort in your home by reducing unwanted external noise.

Flexible design options

Terracotta tiles are not only about Heritage & Traditional styled homes. With continuous 
change in trends, our Luxe Collection includes various colours from traditional earthy tones 
to modern grey tones. There are also a range of options of bumpy to flat profiles, providing 
true design flexibility. 

Tiles are sustainable 

Roof tiles have impressive thermal performance, last longer and can be recycled or reused 
after they have lived out their life on your home. Having an energy efficient home comes 
down to the material that it is built with, and living sustainably not only benefits your home 
but the environment.



Urban  
Shingle

Terracotta

Urban Shingle is the epitome of 

contemporary styling, delivering 

a flat & seamless roof tile. With 

a unique rolled nose, this tile 

provides quality, style and 

superior performance. 

Urban Shingle  
Titan

Tile colour may vary from printed brochure. Urban Shingle in Titan



Nouveau
Terracotta

Nouveau is designed for a 

modern twist on a classic look. 

The sleek lines add a refined 

finish that is characteristic to any 

modern architecture. 

Nouveau  
Peak

Nouveau in Peak Tile colour may vary from printed brochure.



Marseille
Terracotta

The Marseille, our French-inspired 

tile, offers a timeless look to 

complete any design. Ideal for 

homes of distinction. 

Marseille 
Earth

Marseille in Earth
Tile colour may vary from printed brochure.



Traditional Heritage | Warm Earth

Industrial
Tradi t ional

Embrace classic elements  
and ornate finishes for a  

classic exterior look.

Country Estate | Dark & Stormy

Estate
Country

A mix of traditional and contemporary 
elements to create  a rural look  

blending with Australian bushland. 

Urban Industrial | Modern Industrial

Ultra Contemporary | Luxury Noir

Australian Coastal | New Neutrals

Hamptons | Hamptons At Home

Scandi Style | Natural Habitat

Coastal

Hamptons

Industrial

Contemporary

Style
Austra l ian

Urban

Ult ra

Scandi

The Australian Coastal trend creates  
a harmonious connection between  

indoor and outdoor spaces.

The Hamptons exterior finds its roots  
in American architecture reinterpreted  

for Australian living.

Industrial spaces inspired by  
a modern aesthetic and  

embracing raw materials.

Ultra Contemporary style is found  
in modernist architecture which prides  

itself in unadorned simplicity. 

Embrace classic elements  
and ornate finishes  

for a classic exterior look.

Designer Home | Grey All The Way

Home
Designer

The perfect modern home  
featuring a combination  

of mixed materials.
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Specifications of Collection 

Coverage Approx. 13 tiles/sqm

Size 271mmW x 442mmL

Weight 3.42 kg

Headlap adjustment Up to 12mm

Roof Pitch with sarking 18°

Bonding method Cross bond

Urban Shingle

Coverage Approx. 13 tiles/sqm

Size 280mmW x 455mmL

Weight 3.75 kg

Headlap adjustment Up to 50mm

Roof Pitch with sarking 15°

Bonding method Cross bond

Marseille

Coverage Approx. 13 tiles/sqm

Size 270mmW x 445mmL

Weight 3.8 kg

Headlap adjustment Up to 110mm

Roof Pitch with sarking 12°

Bonding method Cross bond or Straight bond

Nouveau

Titan

Earth

Titan

Titan Gloss*

Cottage Red Florence Red* Mars† Bedrock Pottery Brown* Aurora^ Tanbark^

Peak

Peak

Peak

Bedrock

Comet†

Mystic Grey*

Ravine

Ravine

Riverstone Earth Mars† Bedrock

Comet† Delta Sands^ Riverstone Earth Sunset

†These colours have a metallic finish. *These colours have a gloss finish.  

^These colours are available made to order with a 6 week lead time. 

Tile colour may vary from printed brochure.



Design a  clever & 
stylish home 
We know choosing the right colours and 

materials for a home is important, that’s 

why Monier has created the Lookbook 

which showcases the latest trends in 

Australian home design and advice on 

how to achieve the look. Scan the QR code 

on the right and download a copy today!
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